A ring of left quotients Q^ of a ring R can be constructed relative to any hereditary torsion class J7~ of left i?-modules. For Morita equivalent rings R and S we construct a one-toone correspondence between the hereditary torsion classes (strongly complete Serre classes) of π$l and #371 and describe the resulting correspondence between the strongly complete filters of left ideals of R and S. We show that the proper rings of left quotients of R and S relative to corresponding hereditary torsion classes are Morita equivalent. Applications are made to the maximal and the classical rings of left quotients and the corresponding torsion theories.
A torsion theory for the category R $Jl of unitary left modules over an associative ring R with identity has been defined by Dickson [3] to be a pair (J7~9 j^) of classes of left j?-modules such that 
(M) of M with T(M) 6 T and M/T(M) e jr.
A class J7~(J^~) of left modules is called a torsion (torsion-free) class if there is a (necessarily unique) class J^iJ^) such that (^", ά?~) is a torsion theory. A torsion class closed under submodules is said tobe hereditary. By [3, Theorem 2.3] a class J7~ is a hereditary torsion class if and only if it is closed under submodules, homomorphic images, extensions, and arbitrary direct sums. Walker and Walker [13] call such a class a strongly complete Serre class. Gabriel [4] has shown that for a ring R there is a one-to-one correspondence between the strongly complete Serre classes of Jΰl and the strongly complete filters F of left ideals of R given by the mapping where I ^ R denotes that / is a left ideal of i?. The inverse correspondence is given by Let S$? denote the quotient category of R Tl relative to J7~ as defined in [4] and let R y = Horn v (i2, R) = lim ϊlom R (I, R) IeF the endomorphism ring of R as an object of s/.
The opposite ring of R y is denoted by Q^ and is called the ring of left quotients of R relative to ^Γ". The natural ring anti-isomorphism of R and Hom^ (R, R) induces a one-to-one ring homomorphism φ: R -* Q^.
We usually identify R as a unital subring of Q 9 -. More generally, for each left ί?-module M let My-= Horn y (i2, Λf) = lim Hom Λ (J, MjM!) . A left u?-module M is said to be ^-injeztive if for every exact sequence
of left i?-modules with Te<^~, the associated sequence 
for xeE^-(M) and reiϋ one checks that X(rx) = rX(x).
In the special case that M = R R we have the following.
LEMMA 1.2. As left R-modules, Q τ = E^R).
From this we get the following proposition which will be used later in studying Morita equivalence of quotient rings. 
for each me M and each x e Q^» Thus in general we have ker η M S THEOREM 1.4. Lβί ^" &β a strongly complete Serre class of R Tt.
Then T(M) = ker η M for every left R-module M if and only if Q^-φ(I) = Q^ for all Ie F = F(^~). Moreover Q^ is flat as a right R-modul& whenever T(M) = ker η M for all M.
Proof If Q y φ(I) = Qrr for all IeF, then Θ M is an isomorphism for each left j?-module M by [13, Theorem 3.2] . Hence ker
Conversely if ker η M -T(M) for every left iϋ-module M, then R/I = ker η RlI for each IeF.
Thus Q^®RR/I = 0 for every IeF. Hence for each Ie F the mapping Q^(& R I > Q^® R R is an isomorphism. Thus Q^ = Q J7 -φ{I) for each IeF.
The last remark followsby [13, Corollary 3.3] .
We conclude this section indicating two important special cases of this result.
A left ideal / of R is said to be dense if ( [7] ) Moreover for a ring R with Z{ R R) = 0, Q( R R) is semisimple (with minimum condition) if and only if Q{ R R)I = Q{ R R) for all essential left ideals of R by [11, Theorem 1.6] or [13, Theorem 4.19] . Combining these facts with (1.4) we get the following results of Sandomierski [11] .. 
J^(S) = {Me s m I H(M) e ^(R)\
is a strongly complete Serre class of s Wl since H preserves exactness and direct sums. The mapping pairing each ^~(R) with J7~(S) as defined above gives a one-to-one correspondence between the strongly complete Serre classes of ^SJί and <βl. Henceforth ^~(R) and J7~(S) will denote corresponding strongly complete Serre classes of R $Jl and 3K respectively.
By our introductory remarks there are (unique) classes ^(R) and ^~(S) such that (^"(J2), ^(R)) and (^~(S), J^iS))
are hereditary torsion theories for Jΰl and ^SK respectively. Moreover, 
. ^~(R) is faithful if and only if ^~{S) is faithful.

Proof. If ^~(R) is faithful, then R Re^(R).
Hence by [3, Theorem 2.3] every finitely generated protective left ϋ?-module is in {R). But H( S S) = *P* is a finitely generated projective left i?m odule, so H( S S) e J?~(R). Thus s Se^{S), so j^~(S) is faithful. The converse follows by a dual argument.
Throughout the remainder of this paper unless otherwise noted we restrict our attention to the case where J7~{R) and J7~(S) and faithful.
We let Q^i R) and Q^{ S) denote the rings of left quotients of R and S relative to J7"(R) and J7~(β) respectively as defined in § 1. Before examining the Morita equivalence of Q^{ R) and Qjr ίS ) w e nee^ a few observations on ^-injectivity.
Using routine arguments with the category equivalences G and H one gets the following. LEMMA 
Let M be a left R-module. Then M is J7~(R)-injective if and only if G(M) is ^(S)-injective.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be a left R-module with ^(R)-injective envelope E^{ R) (M). Then G(E^{ R) (M) is a ^~(S)-injective envelope of G(M).
Proof. By the lemma, G(E^-{R) {M)) is a ^(S)-injective extension of G(M). Using the fact that G induces an isomorphism between the lattices of submodules of Ey-m (M) and G(E^{ R) (M)) one checks that G(Ejr {R) (M)) is a minimal j7~(S)-injective extension of G(M).
Two left i?-modules M and N are said to be similar if each is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of the other. Observing that finite direct sums of J7~(R)-injective modules are J7~{R)-injective one checks that similar left j?-modules have similar "(i?)-injective envelopes. Since the left iϋ-module R P* is a progenerator and is thus similar to R R we have E^-iR) ( R P*) is similar to
E^{ R )( R R).
To simplify our notation we let E^(R) = E^{ R) ( R R), E^(P*) = ErmdiP*)
and EAS) = EjrwisS). Then using (2.3) and the fact that G(Pη = 8 S, we have^(
End 8 
(EAG(P*)))
Thus by (1.3) and~
Έnd s (EAS))° s
Hirata [5, Theorem 1.5] Letting M = EAR) and N = EAP*) we conclude that the rings Qsr {R) and Q^{ 8) are Morita equivalent and that Ίlom R {E^{P*), is a progenerator both as a left ζ>^( S) -module and as a right module.
Since P® R E^(R) is ^"(S)-injective and
> S > E^(S) > Ejr(S)/S > is an exact sequence of left S-modules with E J7 -(S)/Se^r"(S),
> Έίom s (EAS)/S, P® R EAR)) > Hom,(^(S), >Hom 5 (S, P® R EAR))
> 0 is an exact sequence of right Q^m-modules. But
P® R EAR)) = 0 since EAS)/Se^~(S) and P® R EAR) e ^^(S). Hence as a right Q^-(Λ , -module
Summarizing, we have the following theorem. Previously in this section we described a one-to-one correspondence between the strongly complete Serre classes of Jffl and S 3ft. We conclude this section by describing the resulting correspondence between the strongly complete filters of left ideals of R and S.
By hypothesis S = End^P^) with P R a progenerator. Since P R is finitely generated and projective, by the Dual Basis Lemma [2, Proposition VII, 3.1] there exist x 19 , x n e P and f 19 , f n e P* such that «=Σa\ /i(α) and /=Σ/(^)Λ for all xeP and all feP*. 
. Let ^{R) and ^~(S) be corresponding strongly complete Serre classes of R W and s Έl with associated filters of left ideals F(R) and F(S) and let J be a left ideal of S. Then JeF(S) if and only if there exists an Ie F(R) with I ^ J.
3* Applications* In this section the results of the preceding section and applied to the maximal and the classical rings of left quotients.
Let ^~f{R) and ^~'{S) denote the maximal faithful Serre classes of *9K and 5 SK. By virtue of their maximality ^~'{R) and ^'(S) correspond as in § 2. Hence as a special case of (2.4) In the following let R be a left Ore ring and let ^Γ C (R) and F C {R) be as defined in § 1. As usual let S = End^P*) with P R a right iϋ-progenerator. It is unknown whether S is necessarily left Ore. Indeed, we do not know whether the ring of n x n matrices over a left Ore ring is left Ore for n > 1 unless additional requirements are placed on Q C (R). (See Small [12, Theorem 2.28]) As a partial result we shall show that S is left Ore if R is commutative.
As indicated in § 2,
is a faithful Serre class of 5 SK with associated filter F(S) given by 
Proof. We show F C (S) = F(S). Let JeF(S).
Then there exists Since deU(R) and fi(s(x))eR this implies that /.(s(x)) = 0 for i = 1, , n. Therefore s(x) -Σ XifMx)) = 0 for all xeP.
Hence s= 0 so ^ e U
(S). Thus ρ d eJn U(S) so JeF c (S). Therefore F(S)SF C (S).
Conversely, let JeF c (S) and let SGJΠ(S). Let F R be a free right JS-module of rank n with F R = P R ®P R for some P Λ ' and let yl: End^ίF^) -> JB % be a unital ring isomorphism. Using the fact that P R is a progenerator one checks that seEnd^) defined by s(p, p') = (s(p), p f ) is a nonzero divisor of Enά R (F R ). Since /f(s) is a nonzero 234 DARRELL R. TURNIDGE "divisor of R n and R is commutative, det Λ(s) e U(R). (See McCoy [9] 
Σ
= 1
Then one checks that t = f <o d and since p d eJ,teJ. Hence J ^ J so JeF(S) by (2.6) . Therefore i^S) s ^(S). Thus we have shown that F C (S) = F(S) and by our previous remarks the theorem follows.
